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Framework 
Humans, Development, Action 

Population 
Humans, Groups, Individuals 

Questions 
1. What would you do if you did not virtue signal? 

2. What is certain good or certain virtue? 

 

Initial Conditions 
Individual, Group 

Self reference 
Individual, Act 

Introduction 
Australia and money other countries are dominated by virtue signaling - trying to be “good” rather 

than dealing with what needs to be done - the more complicated things. There is a Habitual Rush to 

virtue signal - particularly from Women (on average), ABC, Labour and weak minded men types - 

Andrew Barr, Andrew Leigh, Politicians in most states and all parts of society. 
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The Public service, courts, schools, universities, etc concentrates on virtue signaling - this is seen as 

their prime purpose. The Permanent “Good” and they will define what that is. 

Recently the dimwits on the board at my golf-club have decided to re-write the constitution with a 

diversity clause. 

3.5 For the purpose of clause 3.4 the Board may from time to time express a preference for the 

composition of the Board to reflect the diversity of Members as to their age, gender, qualifications, 

skills, experience or other factors that the Board at its discretion deems to be appropriate to 

enhance the Board’s capacity to conduct its business and the affairs of the Club. 

So even if the board is supposed to be elected by the members - the board will decide to mandate 

identity selections. Entrenched power and disruption of the idea of elections and choice to be 

replaced with the elite’s view of “what it deems appropriate”. They will decide who is eligible.  

This is very much the type of thinking in all organizations and is mandated in the Public service Act 

and many other places. Boys and men are constantly legally (supported by commonwealth 

legislation) discriminated against in all parts of society in favour of Blacks (people who declare 

themselves to be black) and Women. See https://humanistman.com/home/articles/ Humanism 

Issue – Nation Law – Exceptions – Religion 

The constant Mob society - tribal groupthink - results in increased violence and destruction and the 

collapse of the structures of the nation - education, justice, economy, defense, family, capabilities, 

etc. 

No-one sees any problem with this constant discrimination and groupthink. 

Everyone cheers when a black woman is appointed to a high paying public service job based on 

her identity. 

Moral Positioning - Good Tribes - at war with - Bad Tribes 
Why be good? and not competent, capable , productive, etc instead. 

Doing something other than being at war seems to be an idea of the “West”. I think individuals in 

the “west” have some sense of an individual Telos which looks like this below - noting that 

Popularism is about avoiding being popular for the sake of it - the dangers of popularism rather 

than trying to be popular - which is a bit like trying to be “Good”: 

 

When a Chef dies do you say he was a “good” person or he cooked fantastic meals which a plurality 

of people loved and enjoyed. See I Like Chefs but I Hate Some Food https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2022/04/I-Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-Food.pdf  

When a farmer dies do you say he was “good” or that he managed the land and his farm very well 

and brought high quality produce to market for people to enjoy and eat? You tend to talk about 

https://humanistman.com/home/articles/
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/I-Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-Food.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/I-Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-Food.pdf
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what they did and achieved in life. What challenges they took on. How they approached life. How 

they coped with difficulty. 

Why try to be good? Is it trying to be part of the Binary drama triangle - is it trying to be part of the 

good tribe, the good team, the goodies https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Goodies. 

Is it to be part of the Good team always at war with the baddies - the bad team - the “Tories” , the 

Feminists, Communists, Socialists, Libertarians, the Binaries - the designated “bad” people? A 

permanent measured position in life (safe, smug, secure) rather than a journey of choices, actions, 

learning and development? 

These people tend to want to be declared permanently good in their own lifetime - rather than 

valued for what they did, how they interacted with others, their job, their family, their pursuits, etc. 

I sat next to my brother as he was dying of Aids in the isolation ward in intensive care - he wanted 

me to talk to him so I told him about the wonderful things we had done as children - the places we 

had been - the things we had seen - the family life - the school life and our jobs - how lucky we had 

been. I talked about our shared journey. Although he was highly medicated he felt better I could see. 

He died that night aged 30. 

But also the weak minded and incompetent people - the ones who believe themselves to be “no 

good” or “useless” to society - either because they have been told that all their lives (as legislated in 

schools - Black lives Matter, Evil Toxic White Men, Respect, etc). They have no hope for themselves 

or society, Nothing to do, no hope of a relationship, job, choice, etc. 

Some will try to claim some position in society by power and control - others will try moral 

positioning as the permanently entitled victim (the victim) or the morally superior (the hero) 

human.  

See Relativity https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Relativity.pdf  

What these people really need (as my hypothesis - i.e. not being corrupt) is some hope - some work 

to do - something to concentrate on other than themselves - some experience with little challenges 

at first so they can progressively build up experience, skills, knowledge and confidence - some 

capability - some interest in things outside themselves. Some skills to learn and develop. Some 

ability to engage with the world around them. 

We have the entitled victim cult and the hero (virtue signaler) cult. All that is required to fill the 

drama triangle is the perpetrator. The designated enemy - not only by what they do or say but more 

importantly - which group they are deemed to belong to. At the moment it is “white men” but the 

tribes change throughout location and history. Women who kill their children are called designated 

victims of mental illness - whereas men who kill their children are called evil monsters of humanity. 

This is how the legal system works in Australia. Men are guilty until proven innocent - in Canberra 

courts with people like Magistrate Robert Cook - men are found guilty without trial and can never 

revoke the orders made even when they are not guilty. Men are essentially found guilty and tried in 

absentia just for being a man. See Corruption – Binary Thinking – Prove You are Not A Criminal 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Corruption-Binary-Thinking-Prove-You-

are-Not-A-Criminal.pdf  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Goodies
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Relativity.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Corruption-Binary-Thinking-Prove-You-are-Not-A-Criminal.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Corruption-Binary-Thinking-Prove-You-are-Not-A-Criminal.pdf
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See Responsibility Accountability Learning Popularism Justice  https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/04/Responsibility-Accountability-Learning-Popularism-Justice.pdf  

 

See Time Reaction Pattern Habit Plan https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/05/Time-Reaction-Pattern-Habit-Plan.pdf  

 

Twitter allows people to broadcast their thoughts on a minute by minute basis. Narcissists use this to 

get attention. The Rush to being seen as “Good” is based on a Rush to judge someone else as “bad” 

- the devil - the perpetrator. If anyone says anything about a person or issue that is black or a woman 

- they are immediately jumped on and attacked - BLASPHEMY - the MOB is then called out to 

violently attack the perpetrator. This happens on twitter, media, the Senate (Jumping on Bettina 

Arndt for repeating question someone had raised), tribal countries, barbarian and religious zealot 

countries and the courts - especially the family court but also the A.C.T. Magistrates court where the 

feminists and white ribbon campaign dominate and virtue signalers like the Magistrates and 

Registrars work. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Responsibility-Accountability-Learning-Popularism-Justice.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Responsibility-Accountability-Learning-Popularism-Justice.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Time-Reaction-Pattern-Habit-Plan.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Time-Reaction-Pattern-Habit-Plan.pdf
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So in reality - these virtue signalers (The common scolders - A rush to seem Good) are trouble 

makers and binary hate filled people calling out violence on other people based on a narcissistic rush 

to appear Good - in a delusional way - and incite violence of others against individuals. 

The virtue signaler is usually hiding all their corruptions by trying to “seem Good” to others. See how 

Good I am (don’t examine what I am really up to - Jimmy Savile 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jimmy_Savile_sexual_abuse_scandal , Men and Women conmen, 

Business, etc). If anything is found out - it is not me you should worry about - it is Hitler over there - 

he is far worse than me. Let us attack him - come on Mob. He is a worse perpetrator than me - my 

evil is relatively benign (now we can use non-binary descriptions for me but not “the others”) 

These human virtue scum  bags - the feminists, binary extremists, ABC, SBS, women (on average, 

quotas), weak minded men (lawyers, magistrates, Politicians, university professors) are stuck in the 

drama triangle in a brutal tribal Genghis Khan, Vlad the impaler, Tsars, Barbarian, Attila the Hun kind 

of way. 

They fill their virtue cup of goodness by killing as many “heathens” as they can - in a kind of White 

Knight, Religious Crusader kind of way. The blame everyone else, puff themselves up as “heroes” 

and demonize anyone they chose. Slander and Libel and accusation is big business when dealing 

with mob like tribal responses. I am a highly paid officer for the “Office of Women” saving lives - 

saving “women and their children” from evil male perpetrators. Now we have a black woman judge 

let us see some true justice! 

See https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/I-Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-

Food.pdf  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jimmy_Savile_sexual_abuse_scandal
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/I-Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-Food.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/I-Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-Food.pdf
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Filling Your Virtue Cup Does not Stop The Volcano 
One of my golf buddies came from the island of Stromboli which is one of the most active volcanoes 

on the planet https://volcano.si.edu/volcano.cfm?vn=211040  - his father left there to come to 

Australia saying he was sick of always getting the boat and going out to sea every time the volcano 

erupted - to avoid the eruptions, earthquakes and possible tsunamis. 

The Do Gooders - the virtue signalers - heroes - the deluded ones -  you can imagine them at the 

base of the volcano on Stromboli - saying - this volcano keeps destroying things with earthquakes 

and eruptions what can we do? 

You can imagine Amanda Stoker walking up and saying “I have made the Aboriginal tribal flag freely 

available - which is the good and right thing to do - let us plant this flag at the base of the volcano.” 

Then some black tribes step up and do a “welcome to country” ceremony - “Now we have welcomed 

the volcano to our country (always was always will be) the volcano will be placated.” (the ABC and 

SBS stream this live around the world)  

The Matt Keen steps up and says “We should place all the transgender haters - who I have labeled, 

judged and selected for the mob to hate - at the base of the volcano - this is the right thing to do and 

the Volcano will thank me for my goodness and share in our smug righteous violence - I hate haters 

too - look how good I am”. 

Then the President of USA steps up and says “I have appointed Black Woman Judge - at least I think 

she is a woman - no-one knows for sure - she looks black but who can tell - this is good and righteous 

- surely this will placate the volcano gods” 

Then all the women politicians step up and say “The Mob, united, will never be defeated” as they 

hurl abuse, accusations and legal action at the volcano - “That volcano discriminated against me” 

They all say as one voice. “That Volcano hates women” 

The A.C.T Magistrates - safely ensconced away from scrutiny, responsibility or accountability 

pronounce “Guilty as charged - we already found the Volcano guilty well before you even made the 

allegation” 

They along with many others say “See how good we are, volcano - why do you punish us so?” 

Vitruvius wrote the book (ten books) on architecture 2000 years ago. That is what I call an 

achievement in life. Imagine writing a book which serves as the basis of practical problem solving for 

building stable, strong and enjoyable habitations to keep people safe, warm and comfortable. What 

a noble pursuit for a man - when faced with real problems - he works his way through the issues and 

potential solutions and documents for all to read and adapt and improve as they see fit. How 

amazing is that? He built on the works of others - the Greeks architecture, Minoans 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minoan_civilization -3000BC to -1100 BC -“The Minoans built large 

and elaborate palaces up to four storeys high, featuring elaborate plumbing systems and decorated 

with frescoes. The largest Minoan palace is that of Knossos, followed by that of Phaistos”.  Ideas of 

the Egyptians too were known. You have to know about maths, science, materials, life, climate, 

seasons, weather, humans, water, gravity, Hydrology, flows, physics, chemistry, geology, animals, 

wind, sea, sun, building techniques, earthquakes, optics, acoustics, medicine (he lists many things to 

https://volcano.si.edu/volcano.cfm?vn=211040
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minoan_civilization
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think about)  - you have to know a lot to be a good architect, to do a good job, to be involved in 

something worth doing - something of real and demonstrably measurable value. 

Vitruvius/Marcus Vitruvius Pollio Vitruvius - Lifespan[-80 to -15]  Born_Loc(Unknown Rome?) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Architecture) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitruvius  

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Ten_Books_on_Architecture  

https://www.romanoimpero.com/search?q=Vitruvius  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek_architecture  

https://www.worldhistory.org/Roman_Architecture/  

https://architecturecompetitions.com/5-aspects-of-roman-architecture-that-changed-civilization  

The dome of the Pantheon in Rome remains to this day - even with all the advances in technology, 

science, materials, and architecture - the largest unsupported concrete dome in the world. 

Commissioned during the reign of Augustus (27 BC – 14 AD) and officially dedicated in 126 AD, this 

nearly 2000-year-old structure beats out anything built today. 

Distracting Madness 
The madness of humanity - the delusions - are usually about beliefs rather than science. So instead 

of noticing and concentrating on the human condition (As lamented by Hannah Arendt) and what 

needs to be done in short and medium time scales - we tend to focus on immediate responses - knee 

jerk reaction (outrage 18c , virtue signaling) or time scales off in the “never never” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Never_Never_(Australian_outback) a forlorn and  lost dream space  - 

the distant future never to be seen or measured - the delusional utopian dream. 

Weeping Statues, holy pilgrimages, Heretic burning and witch burning are prime examples in history 

but there are many others. These feature a Search for Virtue and Goodness and a search for Evil and 

Badness. The Binary beliefs.  

Obtaining permanent certain Good and defeating Bad for ever.  

A delusion and insanity - never having to contend with the reality of the human condition - this is 

communism, feminism, fascism, Marxism, binary extremis, religious zealotry, etc.  

This is ignorance of the human condition, ignorance of plurality, ignorance of the new and old 

questions and avoidance of responsibility and accountability - instead opting for a certain tribe like 

binary war. 

Many humans don’t understand the term “Virtue Signaler” - some think it is a personal attack 

rather than a valid assessment and criticism of those who fail to notice what is important and 

instead concentrate and themselves and their virtue. 

Get on with it. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitruvius
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Ten_Books_on_Architecture
https://www.romanoimpero.com/search?q=Vitruvius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek_architecture
https://www.worldhistory.org/Roman_Architecture/
https://architecturecompetitions.com/5-aspects-of-roman-architecture-that-changed-civilization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Never_Never_(Australian_outback)
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Recent Investigations 
Mainly reviewing my own work  
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